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Maximum practicality with
an eye to style.

New flush mounting USB
socket outlets.
Fill up with energy.

Thanks to their colours, the new flush mounting USB
socket outlets fit in seamlessly with the cover plates of
the Eikon, Arké and Plana series. Their styling is
in perfect balance with simplicity and attention to detail.
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USB SOCKET OUTLETS

Excellent performance,
great versatility.

1-MODULE USB SOCKET OUTLET

An intelligent, practical and functional home is able to
provide concrete answers to daily needs.
The new flush mounting USB socket outlets stem from
these foundations to simplify everyday life: they enable
fast charging for portable electronic devices such as
smartphones, tablets, MP3 players, GPS navigators and,
thanks to the high stability of the output power, they permit
safe charging and proper functioning of the device while
charging. Their practicality and installation versatility are a
valid alternative to the traditional battery charger.

1,5 A: the most powerful flush mounting
1-module USB socket outlet;

2-MODULE USB SOCKET OUTLET
2,1 A: the most powerful
flush mounting 2-module
USB socket outlet;

with 1 module for highly flexible installation;

2 USB outputs to
charge multiple devices
simultaneously: it enables
charging a single 2,1 A
device or two devices
simultaneously with a
maximum total power
of 2,1 A;

ideal for all devices.

ideal for tablets: it charges
the main devices fully in less
than 6 h.

Ideal for homes, offices, hotels and ships.

One of the two outputs is
identified as High Power
and enables charging the
most powerful devices at full
speed (such as 10” tablets).

How to harness the power of USB socket outlets:
1 module

2 modules
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